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/ : ; ' STATEMENT OF PROBEEM ‘ V; :

: The use of gald leaf in painting seems to carry an inherent ' :
;' problem of spatial adjustments the geld having dr imparting "a qual

ity of equivocal. space when applied in conjunction with pigaents as : -v;
■ they are ordinarily used. . The gold^ by virtue of its very nature,

induces a totally different type of-space statement and problem.than 
; usually falls within,the province of direct painting.

; : ' The relation and coordination of these alien spatial tenden
cies is the field of study of this thesis.



.  ̂ I Imagine it is difficult for any artist to point -to a specific 
time or eireuinstance and say this was the decisive factor which com-*- 
pelled him to take up art; more often it is" a matter of his having, 
manifested an ability or interest from a time which antedates the beg- ; 
inning of memdry associations j or the desire evolved at ,a later point 
from reasons obscure to the artist himselfv Perhaps it is simplest to: • 
say "a man is either born a painter or is not, and stop on ah ineomcluslre
note. : ' ‘ >  : - ; . v ■ / ': ^  ^ ^  ' 't: :

The beginning of my own interest in painting is no less difficult 
to determine5 although I could probably say that therewas a definitely 
jaarked accentuation of interest occurringc at about the age of sixteen, 
engendered by some since totally forgotten stimuli. Inl9473 at the :
age of nineteen, I attended the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center for 
a1 summer, but finding myself somewhat out of my depth, returned to • • 
Tucson and entered the University for a good foundation of study in' ■

art* , :a ; : ; '■'t'.-'
The regular four-year course leading to the B.F<JL, degree in 

art was taken up and proved of inestimable value in the. shaping early 
attitudes and molding of basic philosophies concerning art* The develop
ment of mental-concepts is of great importance, for painting springs 
from subjective thought processes rather than any certain amount of 
innate technical ability; and the mafureness Of expression in a paint
ing is in direct proportion to the maturity of thinkihg of the artist«
A.thorough knowledge of representational manners of expression is prob
ably essential in the growth of any painter, and this Was also an im-



3

portant eontribtttion during these years, Gradually an-increasing ;
; ;; dired.tlon. toward abstraction occurred in my work^ becoming, quite pro
nounced in the final year and evolving basically from an interest in 
Cezanne3 s painting and his-methods of structure0 d v a y ; : ' ŷ

Y Upon grduation in 1951, there followed a summer’ s work again
at Colorado Springs, this time as a" scholarship student „ Study i-ath ;Y;: ' Y
Emerson Moelffer and VaclaT yytlacil, eminent hew York painter a M  
teacher at the Art Students League, provided: a stimulating contact 
with some of the main stream of eontemporary .thought and philosophy • 
in painting« There .was a further growth in awareness of the problems 
basic to paihting, and the period saw a new exploration- and Intensifica
tion of color as well us a development from abstraction to complete 
non-objectivity in my painting.. I feel the summer was an important Y 
step in growing toward eventual maturity as a painter.

- I returned then to Arizona to complete work for the M.A* degree, : 
pursuing more or less consistently the Interest in non-objective paint
ing and solving of purely painterly problemso " y . : '

I felt it would be best to approach this thesis problem non- 
objectively (it is predominantly painted in that manner, although sev- Y
eral of the pieces could be described as abstract expressionism) for ; 
the reason that such an approach makes one deal immediately in terms y 

of the problems .of pure.painting— i.e., structure-, form in space,
: relation of positive space to negative space,Yetc.--and because: I - : Yi
felt that exploration is best achieved without employing visually ob
jective subject matter which.often.becomes too confining. .

Painting, no matter what form the expression takes ,Y is based.



ultimately, on certain specific premises, and chief among these is 
that of space— a realization that it exists, the activation of it, and 
the control of it. The painter first must be aware of the actual 
physical limitations of the space within which he is going to work, 
that is, the format of the two-dimensional panel on which he paints, 
defined and limited by the four edges. This can be illustrated as 
simply this:

Activation of this space can be accomplished in as elementary a manner 
as the addition of a single line, thus:

But elementary as it is, that single line performs several in
teresting functions. First, it divides the original space of the for
mat into two unequal spaces; second, this division into unequal areas 
imparts a necessarily logical "reading" of space from large to small 
as indicated by the numbers; third, space 2 can be inferred as existing



\ in three-dimensional space; behind area ij anti,, fourth, it initiates a , 
major direction or movement in space mthih the format, as indicated 

the arrow.
Fundamental as this analysis appears, it should not be underestim

ated; for all of the four points illustrated are of tremendous import
ance in painting and must constantly be kept in mind, no matter how com
plex the actual painting becomes = Thus, the artist®s firsthand last 
concern is that of dealing with space 1

With this realization then, it must follow that the painter nee— - ■ 
essarily relate ill space statements to each other, whether they be •. 
positive to positive (or volume), or positive to negative; negative 
space, therefore, is equally as important as -any positive space, and ' 
it; can: even be considered that a volume is employed only to give great 
and meaningful acti^abion to the negative space in which it occurs 6 To 
achieve this, it may be necessary -to "lose" the actual object as far as-: 
its relation to any visually comprehended appearance is concerned*

- Hence distortion, or even complete loss of mere visual truth to appear
ance* But this loss, I would gently submit, is perhaps only an apparent 
loss, a loss only insofar as the term is applicable in the narrow chan- 
nel .of seen reality» If the premise is accepted that the object- is in . - 
itself a creator of space, or a prime agent in the activation:of it,

- then an intensification of the forces at work in a painting by a spatial - 
rearrangement of the object must also be accepted as valid. The object • 
-had not .been lost then, but has simply been put to wrk to yitaliae the 
spatial totalitys and in so doing, it may become a subordinated part of 
the whole and shed its outward•appearance. Artists are becoming tils-
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enchanted with the surfaces of things; they would rather Reflect their ;
search for" yalidities by e^lorihg the structure within« After all, 
may not the., forces •within something have as-great a potential as those -
■Without?: • " '

The foregoing, discussion on spaee and the problems it imposes 
has important bearing on my painting in this thesis, for, as I pointed . 
out in the Statement of problem, gold leaf has inherent in it a pec- , - 
uliar spatial quality o This quality Is -that of occupying a space which - 
is often interpreted as equivocal„ As.it is seen in varying conditions" 
of li^it, it may seem to exist as a forward space with a 'positive feel- 
ing to it, or it may appear to be far back in Space and negative, de
pending. on-hhe angles at- which the painting is.’viewed with the result- .... 
ant changes in value and intensity of the gold. To the best of my know
ledge, very little ereative painting has been done in teras of these 
limitations of the materials, A comparison of this approach with that 
of the 13th and 14th. century Italian painters, for instance, shows; wide 
variance of aims <, Theirs was a didactic art inspired - by religion and 
, somewhat hieratically eontrblled by it, A primary interest was symbol?- 
ism, and they used gold leaf to give, the unworldly quality appropriate ;̂ 
to the subject matter, as well as for purely practical considerations, ^
since the paintings were designed for somber, dimly-lit church interiorsf 
As an outgrowth of the earlier Byzantine" iconography, these paintings ' 
show a continued Interest in large, flat areas,; with no real sense of ;
actual space around the figures, and ah extremely" linear treatment of 
forms. Their use ofigold, then, grew out Of ;yery-different reasons . - . ' 
and a way of thimld.ng far removed, from t6at this thesis is based on.

The nature of the struggle re solves itself into attempting to.; !



to relate the gold and-its abrupt changes of character with those areas 
tihieh utilize only paint, so that the painting maintains a unity and 
validity at all times in spite Of the ehaages oeeurrihg within it. 
through the properties of the ^>lde Since gold has also a seeming .
:richness, surpassed by no other element^ it was felt that in order to ' 
relate pigment with it, a corresponding rich glomng quality should - 
be imparted to those painted areas. This is best achieved by a slow 
building up of color through many successive glazes, or transparent ' 
layers of color« light, rather than being reflected from the surface, 
penetrates through the various transparent, films in which the pigment ■ 
is suspended and is then reflected back, an action which accounts for 
the intense” glowing effect of the color,, Each glaze influences any 
previous ones laid down, usually resulting in an intensifying and deep
ening of the color sensation. This brilliance is further enhanced by 
glazing over areas of goldjifhe metal, adding its own native lustre to 
that of the glazes, results in an almost jewel-like richness, •

All - pmels us ed in the series of paintings (six in all) were 
hand prepared; they are of l/kn Masonite, treated on both sides first: 
With an application of rabbit-skin glue, then with three to five thin 
coats of gesso, . Using such procedure, the permanence of the paintings 
should be very great, for the panels are extremely rigid and the mater
ial well isolated against moisture which would induce warping, Mason-: ■ 
ite in it self is; a very durable substance, and gold,' of course, is an 
inert element, : / . V - ■ ::  ̂; ■

V The gold is applied by painting on the panels predetermined ' 
areas of a tarnish-like liquid known as gold size. The portions painted 
with the size must be in the exact shapes as desired for the areas of



gold iii the painting, at least in this stage; the gold can be covered 
with opaqme-paint if it is felt necessary in the progress of the paint
ing. The size shomld be allowed to dry, for -one-and-a-half to two 
hours,, at which point it achieves the proper tacky" eharaeteristies. : 
It is very important that the gold not be applied too soon, or it will 
not adhere properly and may rub off«, The decision as to when the size 
is adequately "taeky" is largely a matter of trial and experience,, . 
Testing it by pressing down with a finger and lifting it off abruptly 
should produce a slight snapping sound, but. none of the size should 
come off dm the finger tip. Application of the gold itself requires 

. extreme care in handling, for it is so thiml it literally floats in the 
.air; even b^®dthing direGtly upon it should be avoided, and needless : 
to say, any draft throu^i the room in. which one is working will raise 
hawce AlsO^ excessive direct handling of it can soon reduce it to 
virtually invisible particles. The gold for this project was in the 
form of books, twenty-five 3i" sheets to the book, and each sheet of 
gold separated from the other by paper to which the gold has no ten
dency to adhereo. The Inclination of the leaf to cling to any object, 
including hands, makes .it advisable to apply it to the panel directly 
from the book. The book being flexible, the -best results were obtained 
by grasping the top and bottom edges of the paper, bending it into ■; 
nearly a semi-circle and, placing the bottom edge of the gold next to 
the sized area, slowly unbending it until the entire sheet of gold came 
into contact with the size. If any of the leaf overlaps beyond the • 
limits of the size, the excess can be carefully removed with a piece of 
the book paper and transferred to an uncovered portion. After the en-
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tire sized parts of the panel have hem covered in this manner^ a ball 
of surgical cotton is nsedto press down the gold and remove all over
lapping leaf o The finished area will show "virtually no lines marking 
the edges of the sheets and will give the appearance of a single large 
piece of golds The panel is now ready for painting*

- Following is a discussion of each painting in the thesis, accom
panied by reproductions of them. :



MUTING NOo 1 - (9 1/8" X ll1')

As the first exploratory statement- in a new medium, this painting 
is probably the atypical one of the series, painted as it is in moder
ately abstract terms, and revealing a very contained spatial penetra-  ̂

tiorio Since it is the first painting in which I used gold, I confined 
it to relatively small areas and purposely kept movement into space 7 
very limited* The interest was more in determining what hue and value 
relationships could best, relate to the gold and testing my theory on 
appropriateness of glaze, rather than attempting to solve any complex 
spatial problems. v  ̂ .

7 Compositiorially it is quite simple, being based on recurrent 
vertical and horizontal linesj what movement there is three-dimensionally 
is defined-by the long vertical'form on the left from #iich the eye 
crosses to the right and slightly inward. Much of the painted portion - 
is low in value, so that when the gold appears-dark the disparity between 
. them will not be too great. Conversely, areas of higher value together 
with high intensity but. low value glazes were introduced to maintain., 
unity when the gold was seen as a high, value. ; _ .' .

. . The painting as a whole is perhaps not a complete success, but 
valuable lessons were -learned from it, and it is admittedly an experi
mental work. _. . ' . :
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®  (6 7/8" % #4")

S;feel a certain affinity for working in panels of this propor
tion and have done a rnamber of them in the pastj the effort to correlate 
all parts so that the panel maintains unify throughout is more demanding 
than in more standard proportions0 This fact, pins the introduction of 
gold into the painting/ results in necessarily great: attention being 
paid, to spape felations and movements, ' i

; This.paintihgs when compared to the first one, canbeseen to . 
have greater space penetration in it, and more gold in, ratiov,to paint..
In the series the intention was to progressively increase the gold in 
that mahhero " _ i it

%ith the 'exception of the ri^it center area, the paint was kept : 
•yery low in- value and combines opaque with - glaze treatmentS| glazes over 
gold were used extensively for the first time and succeed in producihg 
a very rich color quality« Alizarine crimson and pthaleeyanime green 
were found to be good for this process, both being■ transparent and 
having great staining power. Thus, maximum brilliance is obtained with 
a:minimum of medium' and pi^.ent =, ; :d:v ■'''v'- i

-Spatially, one- moves -from the most: forward plane of gold in 
middle right through successively stepped back planes upward and to 
the left, the movement being accented by color tensions„ Rich color 
serves to relate: the extremities of the panel = ' ^

-. ' 1= -In all panels except one, standard oil paints- were used with
a glazing medium, made by suspending in. a covered can of tUrpehtihe ' 1 
Damar resin crystals in a cloth bag, so that the bag was exposed to the 
fumes of turpentine, but not immersed in it. The resin softens and 
diips down into the turpentine, providing an excellent medium.
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MimiiG BOo 3 - :(ll" x 14 3/4")' " ; : - : / ' ■ V.

This painting is unique in the series because of the medium 
used— a plastic glue0 By way of clarification^ in the past year or so > 
a Boston painterj Alfred I5ueaa originated a new material for. use as 
a painting meditm« Polyvinyl acetate, as it is called^ is a very per
manent ? tough-drying plastic into tdiich dry pigments can be mixed and 
the whole used as- any other" paint» In liquid form it is opaque and 
.milky-white, but it dries to a clear state» . Its advantages are rapid 
drying3 extreme durabilitys and relative inertness. The-medium used 
in. this painting: is hot actually Sue a1 s product s but isa. commercial 
• glue with the trade' name t!¥ilhold. ijhite Glue„ Howevers comparison of 
it with some of the' true acetate medium indicated that essentially they 
were both the same, and were, in fact, identical in some respects,
‘ - I/was not able to obtain the same deep brilliance of hue that . 
characterizes the other paintingsbut itdoes have a; softly rich glow 
in most of it0 One possible advantage; of the medium is that it does 
not dry with an-appreciable gloss, as is the case, when damar is used, ,

This painting has the greatest Space activation in a three-dimen
sional sense of all the paintings of the series. An airy quality seems 
to exist through it,.and as Vytlacil once said of another work, it 
. "breathes in space,!’ Despite the; apparent complexity of movement within 
it, the essential structure of it can be seen to be simply stated, 
strong horizontal and vertical;. dire ctions»
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■mroiG MO. 4 - (15" % 23 3/4") '

As previously mentioned,, not all the paintings are completely 
non-objeetive$ but certain of them could be classed ̂ as abstract expres
sionism; this is one such, •
. ■: The approach to it was different in several .respects— the subject
ive factor as defined aboye; the scattering of small gold areas into a 
somewhat patterned statement; and the introduction of texture into the 
gold to lend added sparkle and tactile sensation, an unexplored field 
in the paintings leading up to this one „ The textural material— coffee— ; 
is an integral part of the final coats of gesso and is well isolated by 
it. Gesso alone was also built Up in some places to relieve the. flat
ness apparent in the other works»-

Differences in technique often lead to or even demand a consequent ‘ 
difference in expression; this is true in the present case. An emerging- 
of forms which suggest some type of anthropomorphic beings can be de
tected; there are large areas of directly, applied pigment left unglazed. - 
to give perhaps a greater feeling of immediacy; and agains.'space is 
limited sharply = There is a sense of dynamic two-dimensionality evident s 
through the insistence ©n direct painting and harshly angular forms.

Doubtless the- painting i s one~which -will be either actively 
liked or intensely disliked; I would consider it a. complete failure if 
neither reaction occurred in the viewer . ' ' -
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' pAmiMG EL 5 - (15" 2 23 7/8« )"

The only major variation from the normal in this panel is that 
the gold was added after the painting was almost completed, for experi
mental reasons0 I found that even more care had to be exercised in 
applieation of the leaf, because of its perverse tendency to cling to 
any foreign object— including painted portions of the composition which 
were not intended to receive golds A possible answer to this* however, 
could be in the damar medium" s eharaeteristics of remaining slightly 
tacky for extended periods beyond the time of the actual painting,

A situation exists.in this painting which is difficult to point 
put in writing5 it is composed of a few simple, flat, major areas, : 
most of them very low in value, with no important spatial differences 
one to the other. But'within these flat shapes much spatial activity 
takes place through suggestion of many complex, brilliant but small ; 
forms, Some, by virtue of their color, seem to exist in front of the 
flat form they are contained in, others seem to place themselves be
hind, while by the imposition of straetural lines on them, they relate 
to the•same space ©ecu pat ion as the large shapes, Thus, they exist in 
different levels of space at the same time; thus, top, perhaps they
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6 >• (13 /̂Pr X 2$ l/^O " ‘ •■:5;: L- ' ^

Two reproductions are used to illustrate this painting in an 
effort to show the variation in appearance of the- gold as;changing 
liĵ at affects ite Plate 6 indicates it s ebaraeteri stie dark value and, 

i corresponding negative or recessive peenliarityi plate 7 illustrates 
the opposite quality of very high value and forward aggressiveness in .

- space. ' ' . - ' /
;k governing factor in the execution of this panel was an attempt 

to raise measurably the over-all: value of the paint while maintaining • : 
intensity of hUei this is difficult to do satisfactorily^ for the rais
ing of value of any hue is inevitably accompanied by lose of chroma, .
; mth few exceptions o . The solution was adequately successful in this 
> ease, I think; the high value areas maintain a relation with the. gold 
'when it is perceived as high value., while the relatively small dark 
shapes induce tensions which Unify the .work as the gold turns dark.
My feeling about the painting is that it is the best of the series,

. both from treatment in terms of the problem outlined, and as it satis-. 
fieS T̂ iatever esthetic principles I have evolved over these years of
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It niotild be something less than true to claim any arrival at 
pmfmazid eoneltisions, or a contribution of unique and lasting benefit 
to the arts in the consummation of this thesiso The time that has been 
spent on it is simply too short | painting is a life-time study, and a 
problem such as this could well occupy many years of search. Any affir
mations of a positive nature growing out of this present research and 
aimed at philosophical or esthetic enrichment would, therefore, be apoery- 
phal» This is not meant to imply that nothing was learned in the attemp
ted solution of the work I set for myself| but an analysis of the results 
is better confined to less lofty realms and to possible fields of future 
research opened'up. \ ; ; ; .; V; ' v

; Apparently few contemporary painters feel inclined to explore 
the possibilities of gold as a painting element, for one rarely sees 
any work employing it| the patience required to handle it and the sheer ' T 
intractability of the material may be factors to. note. Certainly ease 
of handling is not one of its virtues. Meither does it lend itself t©:
: a' Very spontaneous expression and many - artists would not have the per
severance or inclination to relate it satisfactorily to spontaneity in 
paint. An approach to painting today seems to involve a. reflection of 
the .artist’s probing of the forces in nature and the universe, and the 
immediate•visual manifestation of the transitory state of being of the 
painter. The diversity of expression seen in contemporary painting 
seems to give impetus to the continual searching and ’’divine unrest” -
of artists. So spontaneity, the sublime creative act, or what Vytlacil 
termed "the act of painting” has become very important to the painter.
This may be an explanation of the reluctance to use gold.
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; Personally5 I found much satisfaction in trying to reconcile gold
with paint; it is challenging .material:to work. with„ demanding great ':
patience on the artist6s part and a constant awareness of the spatial 
difficulties it incurs, ' :

The intense richness that is possible to the painter by incorpor
ating it in a painting gives a visual impact that is nearly impossible . 
to equal with paint alone; this is true whether glazes are imposed over 
the gold or hot, and, it is . a reasoning that is perhaps partly responsible ■’ 
for its mse by the early Italians,
; • The adjustment of space and form with gold I found quite stimulating ■

and enjoyable and gained a 'measure of satisfaction in the experiment, • . >
Gdntihhed J#rk over a periqd of .years would be necessary to arrive at : 
completely satisfactory conclusions, but at the moment I.feel it is best 
to .limit penetration into space tiien gold is used; the paintings which 
seem to fulfill the; problems I.. posed are conceived in "that manner,

I intend to do.further work, along these lines for an extended . 
time, using a variety of mediums, mixed techniques and starting from 
such bases as painting up from all-over, gold grounded panels. It should • 
prove a fertile field for research, . '


